together. respectful. creative

Interested?

Our corporate values are firmly anchored under the
‘achelos house of values’. In our rapid and technologydriven market, these values serve as clear orientation
and shape our corporate culture.

If you would also like to become a technology pioneer
and are interested in our innovative and dynamic
organisation, then come and be part of the achelos
team and send us your application!

We have developed the ‘achelos house of values’
together as a team. It gives us in all our future and
technology related topics a value orientation. We are
committed to these values together and we all ensure
that they are upheld and further developed.

We look forward to hearing from you!

Annette Kalz
personal@achelos.de
+49 5251 14212-200
				

Our job offers

achelos.de

together. fantastic.

About achelos

Are you a team player?

Exciting projects await you!

Since 2008 the manufacturer-independent company
achelos GmbH from Paderborn has been developing
innovative solutions, products, and services for securitycritical application fields, focussing in particular on
embedded systems. We convert security requirements
into stable and future-proof solutions. This has helped
us to establish ourselves as a key player in the market.
Our long-standing customers include international
groups from sectors such as telecommunications,
automotive and healthcare. They rely on our proven
expertise and appreciate our flexibility, as well as the
security and quality of our products, solutions, and
services.

Flat hierarchies through collegial leadership
Working in an open, collegial environment in
accordance with defined values is our top priority.
Under the motto “collegial growth“, we work together
to create sustainable products and solutions with great
benefits for our customers and partners, while securing
a great deal of creative leeway for us as a team.

Whether applicants with professional experience,
motivated university graduates or students looking
for their first work experience - we are always
looking for innovative minds and team players
in the areas of

Working students welcome
We are also happy to help working students get a
start at our company. Secure yourself the opportunity
to work in an exciting technical environment on
solutions that make the digital future even more
secure.

IT Security
eHealth | Telematics Infrastructure
Quality assurance
SIM Management Systems
eMobility
Industrial IoT
Network protocols: TLS, IKE, VPN
Smartcards, Secure Elements und HSMs
Development and test documentation
according to Common Criteria

We are family-friendly and offer part-time options
Are you planning to get back to work or generally
interested in a part-time opportunity? We offer flexible
working hours and the possibility of mobile working.

achelos.de
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